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Based on an approah to non-Abelian propagation of olor dipoles in a nulear medium
we formulate a nonlinear k⊥-fatorization for the breakup of photons and pions into
forward hard dijets in terms of the olletive Weizsaker-Williams (WW) glue of nu-
lei. We find quite distint pratial onsequenes of nonlinear nulear k⊥-fatorization
for interations of pointlike photons and non-pointlike pions. In the former ase the
large transverse momentum p⊥ of jets omes from the intrinsi momentum of quarks
and antiquarks in the photon and nulear effets manifest themselves as an azimuthal
deorrelation with an aoplanarity momentum of the order of the nulear saturation
momentum QA. In the breakup of pions off free nuleons to the leading order in pQCD
the spetator parton has a small transverse momentum and the hard dijet ross setion
is suppressed. In the breakup of pions off heavy nulei the forward hard jets are pre-
dited to be entirely deorrelated. We omment on the sensitivity of the pioni dijet
ross setion to the pion distribution amplitude. The predited distintion between the
breakup of photons and pions an be tested by the spheriity and thrust analysis of the
forward hadroni system in the COMPASS experiment at CERN.
2INTRODUCTION
The trademark of the onventional perturbative QCD (pQCD) fatorization theorems
for hard interations of leptons and hadrons is that the hard sattering observables are
linear funtionals of the appropriate parton densities in the projetile and target [1℄. In
ontrast to that, from the parton model point of view the opaity of heavy nulei to high
energy projetiles entails a highly nonlinear relationship between the parton densities of
free nuleons and nulei. In deep inelasti sattering (DIS) off nulei there emerges a new
large sale - the nulear saturation sale QA, - whih separates the opaque nuleus, i.e.,
nonlinear, and weak attenuation, i.e., linear, regimes [25℄. A priori it is not obvious that in
the nonlinear regime with the large saturation sale one an define nulear parton densities
suh that they enter different observables in a universal manner, i.e., if useful fatorization
theorems an be formulated for hard phenomena in ultrarelativisti heavy ion ollisions. In
our previous work [6, 7℄ we presented a partial solution to this problem - a nonlinear nulear
k⊥-fatorization for the prodution of forward hard dijets in DIS off nulei.
The salient feature of hard dijets in deep inelasti sattering (DIS) and real photoab-
sorption is that the large transverse momentum p⊥ of forward jets omes from the intrinsi
momentum of quarks and antiquarks in the (virtual) photon. In the k⊥-fatorization de-
sription of the underlying photon-gluon fusion parton subproess γ∗g → qq¯, valid at small
x, the disparity of the quark and antiquark transverse momenta and departure from the
exat bak-to-bak onfiguration - the aoplanarity momentum - is aused by the transverse
momentum κ of gluons. It an be quantified in terms of the unintegrated gluon density of
the target (see [8, 9℄ and referenes therein). Our nonlinear k⊥-fatorization for breakup of
photons into dijets on nulei gives a oherent desription of the nulear mass number de-
pendene of the dijet inlusive ross setion in terms of the olletive Weizsaker-Williams
(WW) unintegrated nulear glue. This WW nulear glue has the form of an expansion over
the olletive gluon struture funtion of spatially overlapping nuleons [10℄ of the Lorentz-
ontrated ultrarelativisti nuleus [5, 11℄. Apart from the ase of minijets with the p⊥
omparable to or below the saturation sale QA the prinipal nulear effet is a broadening
of the aoplanarity momentum distribution, and in [6℄ we showed how this broadening an
be alulated through the olletive WW nulear unintegrated gluon density.
The breakup of pions into forward dijets in inelasti piA ollisions is an exitation of the
3quark-antiquark Fok states of the pion. The intrinsi momentum of quarks in the non-
pointlike pion is limited. To the leading order in pQCD the breakup of the pion goes via
the pQCD analogue of the eletrodisintegration of the deuteron (for the review see [12℄), i.e.,
the subproess pig → qq¯ in whih the struk parton arries the transverse momentum of the
absorbed gluon and the spetator parton emerges in the final state with the small transverse
momentum it had in the pion, fig. 1. On the other hand, multiple gluon exhange in
ollisions with opaque nulei an give a large transverse kik to both partons. In this
ommuniation we report the nonlinear nulear k⊥-fatorization formulas for the breakup
of pions into forward hard dijets off nulei. One of our entral results is the predition of a
omplete azimuthal deorrelation of forward hard dijets.
At the parton level the produed forward jets retain the fration z± of the lightone mo-
mentum of the pion they arried in the inident pion. One may wonder whether the jet
longitudinal momentum distributions would give a handle on the so-alled pion distribution
amplitude (piDA) [13℄ whih with some reservations about large higher twist and next-to-
leading order pQCD orretions was indeed the ase in the oherent diffrative breakup of
pions into djets off nulei [11, 14, 15℄. Our analysis of nonlinear nulear k⊥-fatorization for-
mulas shows that these expetations are indeed met by the ontribution to the dijet inlusive
ross setion from the in-volume absorption of pions, whih omes from the perturbatively
small qq¯ dipole states of the pion. However, this ontribution is overwhelmed by a large
ontribution from soft absorption of large qq¯ dipole states of the pion on the front fae of a
nuleus. In this ase there emerges some infrared-sensitive modulation of the z-dependene
of the piDA whih brings a model-dependene into tests of the pion wave funtion (WF).
The further presentation is organized as follows. The major thrust is on the distintion
between breakup of pointlike photons and non-pointlike pions. To make the disussion self-
ontained we present the basi formalism to a suffiient detail. In setion 2 we set up the
formalism with a brief disussion of the deorrelation of jets in DIS and piN sattering off free
nuleons. In setion 3 we present the olor-dipole S-matrix formalism for the breakup into
dijets on nulear targets. In setion 4 we formulate a nonlinear nulear k⊥-fatorization for
the inlusive dijet ross setion in terms of the olletive WW unintegrated gluon density
of the nuleus and omment on the salient features of dijet prodution in DIS off nulei.
The subjet of setion 5 is the breakup of non-pointlike pions into dijets. In ontrast to the
breakup of pointlike photons in DIS, exitation of two hard jets from pions is only possible
4on heavy nulei. The most striking differene from DIS and real photoprodution is that the
two pioni forward hard jets produed off a nuleus are ompletely azimuthally deorrelated.
This leading ontribution to the breakup ross setion omes from soft absorption of pions
on the front fae of a nuleus. The hard ontribution from the in-volume breakup gives rise
to bak-to-bak dijets as in DIS and has the form of a higher twist orretion. Its isolation
is a hallenging but not impossible task and would allow the determination of the piDA. In
the Conlusions we summarize our prinipal findings and omment on possible experimental
tests of our preditions. The predited distintion between breakup of photons and pions an
tested by the spheriity and thrust analysis of the forward hadroni system in the COMPASS
experiment at CERN [16℄.
1. FORWARD DIJETS OFF FREE NUCLEONS AND UNINTEGRATED GLUE OF
THE NUCLEON
We set up the formalism on an example of breakup into dijets off free nuleons. Produ-
tion of high-mass forward hard dijets selets exitation of the qq¯ Fok states of the projetile
photon and meson. The relevant pQCD diagrams are shown in figs. 1a-1d. In the olor
dipole approah [1724℄ the fundamental quantity is the total ross setion for interation
of the olor dipole r with the target nuleon
σ(x, r) = αS(r)σ0(x)
∫
d2κf(κ) [1− exp(iκr)]
=
1
2
αS(r)σ0(x)
∫
d2κf(κ) [1− exp(iκr)] · [1− exp(−iκr)] , (1)
where f(κ) is normalized as
∫
d2κf(κ) = 1 and is related to the so-alled Fadin-Kuraev-
Lipatov unintegrated gluon density ([25℄, for the reent review and phenomenology see [26,
27℄) of the target nuleon F(x, κ2) = ∂G(x, κ2)/∂ log κ2 by
f(κ) =
4pi
Ncσ0(x)
· 1
κ4
· F(x, κ2) . (2)
Here σ0(x) is an auxiliary soft parameter whih drops out from major nulear observables.
First we onsider DIS where the perturbative small size of dipoles is set by the large
virtuality Q2 of the photon, and then omment how the results extend to breakup of real
photons and pions into hard dijets. The total photoabsorption ross setion equals
σN(Q
2, x) =
∫
d2rdz|Ψ(Q2, z, r)|2σ(r) , (3)
5where Ψ(Q2, z, r) = 〈z, r|γ∗〉 is the WF of the qq¯ Fok state of the photon, here-below we
suppress the argument Q2 in Ψ(Q2, z, r). Upon the relevant Fourier transformations one
finds the momentum spetrum of the final state (FS) quark prior the hadronization
dσN
d2p+dz
=
σ0(x)
2
· αS(p
2
+)
(2pi)2
∫
d2κf(κ) |〈γ∗|z,p+〉 − 〈γ∗|z,p+ − κ〉|2 (4)
where p+ is the transverse momentum of the quark jet, p− = −p+ + κ is the transverse
momentum of the antiquark jet, z+ = z and z− = 1 − z are the frations of the photon's
lightone momentum arried by the quark and antiquark jets, respetively. For our for-
malism to apply we require that the variables z± for the observed jets add up to unity,
xγ = z+ + z− = 1 and the rapidity separation of jets is small, z+ ∼ z− ∼ 1/2, whih in
the realm of DIS is often referred to as the unresolved or diret photon interation ([28℄ and
referenes therein).
Now notie that the transverse momentum of the gluon is preisely the deorrelation
momentum ∆ = p+ + p− so that in the still further differential form
dσN
dzd2p+d2∆
=
σ0(x)
2
· αS(p
2)
(2pi)2
f(∆) |〈γ∗|z,p+〉 − 〈γ∗|z,p+ −∆〉|2
=
αS(p
2)
2piNc
· F(x,∆
2)
∆4
· |〈γ∗|z,p+〉 − 〈γ∗|z,p+ −∆〉|2 . (5)
This is the leading order result from k⊥-fatorization, for the appliations to DIS off free
nuleons see [8, 9℄ and referenes therein. Upon summing over the heliities λ, λ of the final
state quark and antiquark, for transverse photons and flavor f one has
|〈γ∗|z,p〉 − 〈γ∗|z,p− κ〉|2λγ=±1 =
2Nce
2
fαem
{
[z2 + (1− z)2]
(
p
p2 + ε2
− p− κ
(p− κ)2 + ε2
)2
λ+λ=0
+m2f
(
1
p2 + ε2
− 1
(p− κ)2 + ε2
)2
λ+λ=λγ
}
(6)
and for longitudinal photons
|〈γ∗|z,p〉 − 〈γ∗|z,p− κ〉|2λγ=0 =
8Nce
2
fαemQ
2z2(1− z)2
(
1
p2 + ε2
− 1
(p− κ)2 + ε2
)2
λ+λ=λγ
, (7)
where
ε2 = z(1− z)Q2 +m2f . (8)
6The leading logQ2 ontribution to the dijet ross setion omes from∆2 . p2++ε
2
. A useful
small-∆ expansion for exitation of hard, p2+ ≫ ε2 = z(1 − z)Q2, light flavor dijets from
transverse photons is
dσN
dzd2p+d2∆
≈ 1
pi
e2fαemαS(p
2
+)
[
z2 + (1− z)2]
× 1
∆4
· ∂G(x,∆
2)
∂ log∆2
· ∆
2
(ε2 + p2+)
2
. (9)
Then the single-jet ross setion is proportional to the logarithmi integral
1
pi
∫ pi
0
dφ
∫
p
2
+ d∆2
∆2
· ∂G(x,∆
2)
∂ log∆2
= G(x,p2+) (10)
familiar from the onventional ollinear approximation [1℄.
The small-x result (9) shows that for a pointlike projetile of whih the photon is just
a representative, the dijets aquire their large transverse momentum from the intrinsi mo-
mentum of the quark and antiquark in the WF of the projetile, hene dubbing this proess
a breakup of the photon into hard dijets is appropriate. The perturbative hard sale Q2h for
our proess is set by Q2h ≃ (4p2+ +Q2) and unintegrated gluon density of the proton enters
(8) at the Bjorken variable x = (4p2+ +Q
2)/W 2, where W is the γ∗p enter of mass energy.
On of the major findings of [6℄ is that the azimuthal deorrelation of dijets exhibits only a
marginal dependene on Q2, and the above presented formalism is fully appliable to real
photons.
Similar formulas apply as well to non-pointlike pions. Indeed, as argued in [11℄, the
final state interation between the final state quark and antiquark an be negleted and
the qq¯ plane-wave approximation beomes appliable as soon as the invariant mass of the
forward hard jets exeeds a typial mass sale of prominent meson resonanes. As shown in
[11℄ in the oherent diffrative breakup of pions into hard dijets at small x the diffrative
amplitude is dominated by the pomeron-splitting mehanism of fig. 1f, when the quark
and antiquark with small intrinsi transverse momentum in the pion simultaneously aquire
large bak-to-bak transverse momentum from exhanged gluons [29℄ (for the onfirmation
of the dominane of the pomeron-splitting mehanism to the higher orders in pQCD see
[14, 15℄). The transverse momentum distribution in truly inelasti piN ollisions is different.
In ontrast to the pointlike photons, for pions the qq¯ WF 〈p|pi〉 is a soft funtion whih
dereases steeply at p2 > 1/R2pi (here Rpi is the pion radius, for a review of the dominane
of the soft WF and referenes see [30, 31℄). We are interested in jets with the transverse
7momentum muh larger than the intrinsi transverse momentum of (anti)quarks in a pion.
The unitarity uts of diagrams of fig. 1a-1d show that to the leading order in pQCD only one
parton of the pion - let it be the quark - an pik up the large transverse momentum from the
exhanged gluon and give rise to a hard jet in the pion fragmentation region of pion-nuleon
interations, the spetator jet retains the soft intrinsi transverse momentum the antiquark
had inside the pion. Speifially, if the quark jet has a large transverse momentum p+, then
〈pi|z,p+〉 an be negleted, ∆ ≈ p+ and the pion breakup ross setion takes the form
dσpiN
dzd2p+d2p−
=
αS(p
2
+)
2pi
· F(x,p
2
+)
p4+
· |〈pi|z,p−〉|2 . (11)
It shows learly how the spetator antiquark retains a small intrinsi transverse momentum
it had in the inident pion, as an analogy f. the eletrodesintegration of the deuteron [12℄.
Evidently, exitation of two forward hard jets in piN ollisions is only possible to higher
orders in pQCD. In hard inelasti piA ollisions the higher order pQCD ontributions from
multiple satterings are enhaned by the size of the extended nulear target and the purpose
of this ommuniation is a desription of the breakup of pions into hard dijets in inelasti
ollisions off heavy nulei within our nonlinear nulear k⊥-fatorization formalism [6℄.
The minor tehnial differene from DIS is the hange from the pointlike γ∗qq¯ vertex
eAµΨγµΨ to the non-pointlike piqq¯ vertex iΓpi(M
2)Ψγ5Ψ. In terms of the quark and anti-
quark heliities λ, λ the piq(k)q¯(−k) vertex has the form ([11, 32℄)
Ψλ(k)γ5Ψλ¯(−k) =
λ√
z(1− z) [mfδλ−λ¯ −
√
2k · e−λδλλ¯] , (12)
where mf is the quark mass and eλ =
1√
2
(λex+iey) is the familiar polarization vetor for the
state of heliity λ. In transitions of spin-zero pions into qq¯ states with the sum of heliities
λ+ λ¯ = ±1 the latter is ompensated by the orbital momentum of quark and antiquark. In
what follows we shall only need the leading twist term, ∝ δλ−λ¯, in (12), f. with the oherent
diffrative breakup [11℄. The orresponding radial WF Ψpi(z, r) is related to the pi → µν
deay onstant Fpi and the so-alled piDA ϕpi(z) by
Ψpi(z, r = 0) =
∫
d2p
(2pi)2
〈z,p|pi〉 =
√
pi
2Nc
Fpiϕpi(z) . (13)
For the purposes of our disussion a onvenient normalization is
∫ 1
0
dz ϕpi(z) = 1. We follow
the Partile Data Group onvention Fpi = 131 MeV [33℄. The piDA depends [13℄ on the hard
sale not shown in (13), we shall omment on the relevant sale whenever appropriate.
82. THE COLOR-DIPOLE S-MATRIX TREATMENT OF THE BREAKUP INTO
DIJETS ON NUCLEAR TARGETS
We fous on the breakup into dijets at small x, x . xA = 1/RAmN ≪ 1 (RA is the radius
of the nuleus, mN is the mass of a nuleon), when the propagation of the qq¯ pair inside
nuleus an be treated in the straight-path approximation. First we review the simpler ase
of DIS [6℄. We work in the onventional approximation of two t-hannel gluons for DIS
off free nuleons. The relevant unitarity uts of the forward Compton sattering amplitude
are shown in figs. 1a-1d and desribe the transition from the olor-neutral qq¯ dipole to the
olor-otet qq¯ pair 1. The unitarity uts of the nulear Compton sattering amplitude whih
orrespond to the genuine inelasti DIS with olor exitation of the nuleus are shown in figs.
1j,k. The diagram 1k desribes multiple olor exitations of a nuleus when the propagating
olor-otet qq¯ pair rotates in the olor spae.
Let b+ and b− be the impat parameters of the quark and antiquark, respetively, and
SA({bj}, b+, b−) be the S-matrix for interation of the qq¯ pair with the nuleus where {bj}
stands for the positions of nuleons. The initial state |A; 1〉 is a olor-singlet nuleus made
of olor-singlet nuleons and a olor-singlet qq¯ dipole, in the final state we sum over all
exitations of the target nuleus when one or several nuleons have been olor exited. A
onvenient way to sum suh ross setions is offered by the losure relation [34℄. Regarding
the olor states ckm of the qkq¯m pair, we sum over all otet and singlet states. Then, the
2-body inlusive spetrum is alulated in terms of the 2-body density matrix as
dσinel
dzd2p+d2p−
=
1
(2pi)4
∫
d2b′+d
2b′−d
2b+d
2b− exp[−ip+(b+ − b′+)− ip−(b− − b′−)]
×Ψ∗(z, b′+ − b′−)Ψ(z, b+ − b−) Ωinel(b′+, b′−, b+, b−) , (14)
where the supersript inel refers to the truly inelasti ross setion, with the ontribution
from diffrative proesses subtrated. The projetile wave funtion Ψ in general arries a
dependene on heliities, flavor, and for the photon, virtuality Q2, whih have not been put
in evidene here. The generalized ross setion operator Ωinel(b′+, b
′
−, b+, b−) is expressed
1
To be more preise, for arbitrary Nc olor-exited qq¯ pair is in the adjoint representation and quarks in
fundamental representation of SU(Nc), our referene to the olor otet and triplet must not ause any
onfusion.
9through the qq¯nuleus Smatrix as
Ωinel(b′+, b
′
−, b+, b−) =
∑
A∗
∑
km
〈1;A|S∗A({bj}, b′+, b′−)|A∗; ckm〉〈ckm;A∗|SA({bj}, b+, b−)|A; 1〉
−〈1;A|S∗A({bj}, b′+, b′−)|A; 1〉〈1;A|SA({bj}, b+, b−)|A; 1〉 (15)
Upon the appliation of losure in the sum over nulear states, the first term in eq.(15)
beomes∑
A∗
∑
km
〈A|{〈1|S∗A({bj}, b′+, b′−)|ckm〉}|A∗〉〈A∗|{〈ckm|SA({bj}, b+, b−)|1〉} |A〉 =
= 〈A|
{∑
km
〈1|S∗A({bj}, b′+, b′−)|ckm〉〈ckm|SA({bj}, b+, b−)|1〉
}
|A〉 , (16)
and an be onsidered as an intranulear evolution operator for the 2-body density matrix.
The further analysis of (16) is a non-Abelian generalization of the formalism developed
by one of the authors (BGZ) for the in-medium evolution of ultrarelativisti positronium
[35℄. Let the QCD eikonal for the quark-nuleon and antiquark-nuleon one-gluon exhange
interation be T a+∆(b) and T
a
−∆(b), where T
a
+ and T
a
− are the SU(Nc) generators for the quark
and antiquarks states, respetively. The vertex Va for exitation of the nuleon g
aN → N∗a
into a olor otet state is so normalized that after appliation of losure the vertex gagbNN
in the diagrams of fig. 1a-d is δab. Then, to the two-gluon exhange approximation, the
S-matrix of the (qq¯)-nuleon interation equals
SN(b+, b−) = 1 + i[T
a
+∆(b+) + T
a
−∆(b−)]Va −
1
2
[T a+∆(b+) + T
a
−∆(b−)]
2 . (17)
The profile funtion for interation of the qq¯ dipole with a nuleon is Γ(b+, b−) = 1 −
SN(b+, b−) and the dipole ross setion for olor-singlet qq¯ dipole equals
σ(b+ − b−) = 2
∫
d2b+〈N |Γ(b+, b−)|N〉 = N
2
c − 1
2Nc
∫
d2b+[∆(b+)−∆(b−)]2 . (18)
The nulear S-matrix of the straight-path approximation for the dilute-gas nuleus is given
by [34℄
SA({bj}, b+, b−) =
A∏
j=1
SN(b+ − bj, b− − bj) (19)
where the ordering along the longitudinal path is understood. To the two-gluon exhange
approximation, only the terms quadrati in ∆(bj) must be kept in the evaluation of the
single-nuleon matrix elements
〈Nj|S∗N(b′+ − bj, b′− − bj)SN(b+ − bj, b− − bj)|Nj〉
10
whih enter the alulation of S∗ASA. The evolution operator for the 2-body density ma-
trix (16) equals the S-matrix S4A(b+, b−, b′+, b
′
−) for sattering of a fititious 4-parton state
omposed of two quark-antiquark pairs in an overall olor-singlet state [3537℄. Namely,
beause (T a+)
∗ = −T a−, within the two-gluon exhange approximation the quarks entering
the omplex-onjugate S∗A in (16) an be viewed as antiquarks, so that∑
km
〈1|S∗A({bj}, b′+, b′−)|ckm〉〈ckm|SA({bj}, b+, b−)|1〉 =
=
∑
kmjl
δklδmj〈ckmcjl|S4A(b′+, b′−, b+, b−)|11〉 . (20)
While the first qq¯ pair is formed by the initial quark q and antiquark q¯ at impat parame-
ters b+ and b−, respetively, in the seond pair q′q¯′ the quark q′ propagates at an impat
parameter b′− and the antiquark q¯
′
at an impat parameter b′+. In the initial state both the
qq¯ and q′q¯′ pairs are in olor-singlet states: |in〉 = |11〉. The sum over olor states of the
produed quark-antiquark pair an be represented as
∑
km
〈ckmckm|S4A(b′+, b′−, b+, b−)|11〉 = 〈11|S4A(b′+, b′−, b+, b−)|11〉
+
√
N2c − 1〈88|S4A(b′+, b′−, b+, b−)|11〉 . (21)
Let σ4(b
′
+, b
′
−, b+, b−) be the olor-dipole ross setion operator for the 4-body state. It is
onvenient to introdue the average impat parameter
b =
1
4
(b+ + b
′
+ + b− + b
′
−) , (22)
and
s = b+ − b′+ , (23)
for the variable onjugate to the deorrelation momentum, in terms of whih
b+ − b′− = s+ r′ , b− − b′+ = s− r , b− − b′− = s− r + r′ . (24)
Then the standard evaluation of the nulear expetation value for a dilute gas nuleus
negleting the size of olor dipoles ompared to the radius of a heavy nuleus gives [34℄
S4A(b
′
+, b
′
−, b+, b−) = exp[−
1
2
σ4(s, r, r
′)T (b)] (25)
where
T (b) =
∫
dbznA(bz, b) (26)
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is the optial thikness of a nuleus at an impat parameter b, the nulear matter density
nA(bz, b) is so normalized that
∫
dbzd
2bnA(z, b) = A. The single-nuleon S-matrix (17)
ontains transitions from the olor-singlet to the both olor-singlet and olor-otet qq¯ pairs.
However, only the olor-singlet operators ontribute to 〈Nj|S∗N(b′+ − bj , b′− − bj)SN(b+ −
bj, b− − bj)|Nj〉, and the matrix σ4(s, r, r′) only inludes transitions between the |11〉 and
|88〉 olor-singlet 4-parton states.
The alulation of σ4(s, r, r
′) is found in [6℄, here we only ite the results:
σ11 = 〈11|σ4|11〉 = σ(r) + σ(r′) , (27)
σ88 = 〈88|σ4|88〉 = N
2
c − 2
N2c − 1
[σ(s) + σ(s− r + r′)] + 2
N2c − 1
[σ(s+ r′) + σ(s− r)]
− 1
N2c − 1
[σ(r) + σ(r′)] , (28)
σ18 = σ81 = 〈11|σ4|88〉 = 1√
N2c − 1
[σ(s)− σ(s+ r′)− σ(s− r) + σ(s− r + r′)]
≡ −Σ18(s, r, r
′)√
N2c − 1
. (29)
The term in (14), whih subtrats the ontribution from proesses without olor exitation
of the target nuleus, equals
〈1;A|S∗A(b′+, b′−)|A; 1〉〈1;A|SA(b+, b−)|A; 1〉 = exp{−
1
2
[σ(r) + σ(r′)]T (b)}
= exp[−1
2
σ11T (b)] (30)
It is onvenient to use the Sylvester expansion
exp[−1
2
σ4T (b)] = exp[−1
2
Σ1T (b)]
σ4 − Σ2
Σ1 − Σ2 + exp[−
1
2
Σ2T (b)]
σ4 − Σ1
Σ2 − Σ1 (31)
where Σ1,2 are the two eigenvalues of the operator σ4,
Σ1,2 =
1
2
(σ11 + σ88)∓ 1
2
(σ11 − σ88)
√
1 +
4σ218
(σ11 − σ88)2 . (32)
An appliation to (21) of the Sylvester expansion gives for the funtion Ωinel in the integrand
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of (14)
Ωinel(b′+, b
′
−, b+, b−) = (〈11|+
√
N2c − 1〈88|) exp
[
−1
2
σ4T (b)
]
|11〉 − exp
[
−1
2
σ11T (b)
]
= exp
[
−1
2
Σ2T (b)
]
− exp
[
−1
2
σ11T (b)
]
+
σ11 − Σ2
Σ1 − Σ2
{
exp
[
−1
2
Σ1T (b)
]
− exp
[
−1
2
Σ2T (b)
]}
+
√
N2c − 1σ18
Σ1 − Σ2
{
exp
[
−1
2
Σ1T (b)
]
− exp
[
−1
2
Σ2T (b)
]}
(33)
Notie that the differene between Σ2 and σ11 = σ(r) + σ(r
′) is quadrati or higher order
in the off-diagonal σ18, see eq. (32). Consequently, the first two lines in the Sylvester
expansion (33) start with terms ∝ σ218, whereas the last line starts with terms ∝ σ18. Then
it is onvenient to represent (33) as an impulse approximation (IA) term times a nulear
distortion fator DA(s, r, r
′, b),
Ωinel(b′+, b
′
−, b+, b−) ≡ Σ18(s, r, r′)DA(s, r, r′, b) , (34)
so that
dσinel
d2bdzd2p+d2p−
=
1
2(2pi)4
∫
d2sd2rd2r′ exp[−i(p+ + p−)s+ ip−(r′ − r)]
× Ψ∗(z, r′)Ψ(z, r)T (b)DA(s, r, r′, b)Σ18(s, r, r′) . (35)
What we need is a Fourier representation for eah and every fator in (35).
3. NONLINEAR K⊥-FACTORIZATION FOR BREAKUP INTO DIJETS AND
COLLECTIVE WW GLUE OF NUCLEI
Upon the appliation of (1) the IA fator in (17) admits the simple Fourier representation
Σ18(s, r, r
′) = σ(s+ r′) + σ(s− r)− σ(s)− σ(s− r + r′)
= αSσ0(x)
∫
d2κf(κ) exp[iκs] {1− exp[iκr′]} {1− exp[−iκr]} , (36)
The Fourier representation of the nulear distortion fator in terms of the olletive nulear
WW gluon distribution as defined in [5, 11℄ is not a trivial task, though, appealing analyti
results are derived in the large-Nc approximation.
The ruial point is that in the large-Nc approximation Σ1 = σ(s) + σ(s + r
′ − r) and
Σ2 = Σ22 = σ(r)+σ(r
′), so that only the last term in the Sylvester expansion (33) ontributes
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to the jet-jet inlusive ross setion. At large Nc the initial olor singlet dipole exites to the
olorotet state and further intranulear olor exhanges only rotate the dipole between
different olorotet states. This is indiated shematially in fig. 2. Then the nulear
distortion fator takes on a simple form
DA(s, r, r
′, b) =
2
(Σ2 − Σ1)T (b)
{
exp
[
−1
2
Σ1T (b)
]
− exp
[
−1
2
Σ2T (b)
]}
. (37)
The denominator (Σ2 −Σ1) is problemati from the point of view of the Fourier transform,
but it an be eliminated by the integral representation
DA(s, r, r
′, b) =
∫ 1
0
dβ exp
{
−1
2
[βΣ1 + (1− β)Σ2]T (b)
}
=
=
∫ 1
0
dβ exp
{
−1
2
(1− β)[σ(r) + σ(r′)]T (b)
}
× exp
{
−1
2
β[σ(s) + σ(s+ r′ − r)]T (b)
}
. (38)
Here the former two exponential fators desribe the initial state (IS) intranulear distortion
of the inoming olor-singlet (qq¯) dipole state, whereas the last two fators desribe the FS
distortion of the outgoing olor-otet states.
Next we apply to the exponential fators in (38) the NSS representation in terms of the
olletive WW unintegrated gluon density of the nuleus [5, 11℄:
exp
[
−1
2
σ(s)T (b)
]
=
∫
d2κΦ(νA(b),κ) exp(iκs) , (39)
where
Φ(νA(b),κ) =
∑
j≥0
wj(νA(b))f
(j)(κ) = exp(−νA(b))f (0)(κ) + φWW (νA(b),κ) . (40)
Here φWW (νA(b),κ) is the unintegrated olletive nulear Weizsaker-Williams glue per unit
area in the impat parameter plane,
wj(νA(b)) =
νjA(b)
j!
exp [−νA(b)] (41)
is a probability of finding j spatially overlapping nuleons at an impat parameter b in a
Lorentz-ontrated nuleus,
νA(b) =
1
2
αS(r)σ0(x)T (b) , (42)
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and
f (j)(κ) =
∫ j∏
i=1
d2κif(κi)δ(κ−
j∑
i=1
κi) , f
(0)(κ) = δ(κ) (43)
is a olletive gluon field of j overlapping nuleons. As shown in [5, 11℄ the olletive nulear
unintegrated gluon density φWW (νA(b),κ) enters the alulation of the nulear sea quark
density in preisely the same way as f(κ) in (5) for the free nuleon target.
We ite two important features of φWW (νA(b),κ). First, the hard tail of the unintegrated
nulear glue per bound nuleon is alulated parameter free [11℄,
fWW (νA(b),κ) =
φWW (νA(b),κ)
νA(b)
= f(κ)
[
1 +
2CApi
2γ2αS(r)T (b)
CFNcκ2
G(κ2)
]
, (44)
and does not depend on the infrared parameter σ0(x). In the hard regime the differential
nulear glue is not shadowed, furthermore, beause of the manifestly positive-valued and
model-independent nulear higher twist orretion it exhibits a nulear antishadowing prop-
erty [11℄. Seond, for interations with nulei of qq¯ dipoles with |r| & 1/QA, the strong
oupling enters (42) as αS(Q
2
A) and in the saturation region of κ
2 . Q2A we have [5, 6℄
Φ(νA(b),κ) ≈ φWW (νA(b),κ) ≈ 1
pi
Q2A
(κ2 +Q2A)
2
, (45)
where the width of the plateau QA whih is the nulear saturation sale equals
Q2A ≈
4pi2
Nc
αS(Q
2
A)G(Q
2
A)T (b) (46)
and exhibits only weak dependene on the infrared parameters through the Q2A dependene
of the running strong oupling and saling violations in the unintegrated gluon density of
the nuleon. For instane, at x = 10−2 the numerial results [26℄ for G(Q2) orrespond to a
nearly Q2 independent αS(Q
2)G(Q2) ≈ 1. For average DIS on a heavy nuleus, A1/3 = 6,
we found 〈Q2A(b)〉 ≈ 0.9 (GeV/c)2.
Now we are in the position to represent the nulear distortion fator (38) as
DA(s, r, r
′, b) =
∫ 1
0
dβ
∫
d2κ1Φ((1− β)νA(b),κ1) exp(−iκ1r)
×
∫
d2κ2Φ((1− β)νA(b),κ2) exp(iκ2r′)
×
∫
d2κ3Φ(βνA(b),κ3) exp[iκ3(s+ r
′ − r)]
×
∫
d2κ4Φ(βνA(b),κ4) exp(iκ4s) , (47)
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so that the jet-jet inlusive inelasti ross setion takes the form
dσinel
d2bdzd2p−d2∆
=
1
2(2pi)2
αSσ0(x)T (b)
∫ 1
0
dβ
∫
d2κ3d
2κf(κ)
× Φ(βνA(b),∆− κ3 − κ)Φ(βνA(b),κ3)
×
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
d2κ1Φ((1− β)νA(b),κ1) {〈γ∗|z,p− + κ1 + κ3〉 − 〈γ∗|z,p− + κ1 + κ3 + κ〉}
∣∣∣∣∣
2
.(48)
The transverse momentum distribution of dijets is uniquely alulable in terms of the ol-
letive WW glue of a nuleus and as suh (48) an be regarded as a nonlinear nulear
k⊥-fatorization for the inlusive inelasti dijet ross setion. Notie that the onvolution in
the last line of eq. (48) desribes the initial state distortion of the olor singlet qq¯state in
the projetile.
There are two important limiting ases. We start with hard dijets, |p±| & QA. A
ruial point is that the WF of the pointlike photon is a slowly dereasing funtion of the
transverse momentum, in ontrast to Φ(νA(b),κ) whih is a steeply dereasing funtion,
ompare eqs. (6),(7) to eq. (45). Then, sine κ2i . Q
2
A, for hard dijets one an neglet κ1,κ3
ompared to p± and approximate∫
d2κ1Φ((1− β)νA(b),κ1) {〈γ∗|z,p− + κ1 + κ3〉 − 〈γ∗|z,p− + κ1 + κ3 + κ〉}
≈ 〈γ∗|z,p−〉 − 〈γ∗|z,p− + κ〉 , . (49)
whih amounts to negligible IS distortion of small olor-singlet dipoles with |r|, |r′| ∼
1/|p±| . 1/QA. Next we notie that∫
d2κ3 Φ(βνA(b),∆− κ3 − κ)Φ(βνA(b),κ3) = Φ(2βνA(b),∆− κ) , (50)
so that the hard jet-jet inlusive ross setion takes the form
dσinel
d2bdzd2p+d2∆
= T (b)
∫ 1
0
dβ
∫
d2κΦ(2βνA(b),∆− κ) dσN
dzd2p+d2κ
, (51)
whih is a lose ounterpart of, but still different from, the onventional k⊥-fatorization
(3) for the free nuleon target. As a matter of fat, for hard dijets one does not need to
invoke the largeNc approximation: here |r|, |r′| ≪ |s|, so that Σ1 ∼ 0, Σ2 ∼ 2λcσ(s),
where λc = N
2
c /(N
2
c − 1), and one an replae Φ(2βνA(b),∆− κ) by Φ(2λcβνA(b),∆− κ),
see a disussion in [6℄. All the dependene on transverse momentum p+ of the hard jet is
in the free nuleon ross setion dσN , i.e., the pQCD treatment breakup into hard dijets is
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appliable to DIS on the free nuleon and nulear targets on the same footing. The effet of
the olletive nulear glue Φ(2βνA(b),κ) is a smearing/broadening as well as deorrelation
of the dijets. Numerial estimates for the azimuthal deorrelation of jets and a disussion
onerning the relevane to the RHIC-STAR finding [38℄ of the disappearane of the away
jet in entral AuAu ollisions an be found in [6℄. In this hard dijet limit it is tempting to
assign to Φ(2βνA(b),κ) a probabilisti interpretation as an intrinsi transverse momentum
distribution of olletive nulear gluons, but this olletivization only applies to the fration
β of the nulear thikness whih the (qq¯) pair propagates in the olor otet state.
The seond limiting ase is that of minijets |p−|, |∆| . QA. Sine |κi| ∼ QA one an
neglet p− in the photon's wave funtions,∫
d2κ1Φ((1− β)νA(b),κ1) {〈γ∗|z,p− + κ1 + κ3〉 − 〈γ∗|z,p− + κ1 + κ3 + κ〉}
≈ |〈γ∗|z,κ3〉 − 〈γ∗|z,κ3 + κ〉|2 . (52)
The prinipal point is that the minijet-minijet inlusive ross setion would depend neither
on the minijet momentum nor on the deorrelation momentum. This proves a omplete
disappearane of the azimuthal orrelation of minijets with a transverse momentum below
the saturation sale.
4. NONLINEAR K⊥-FACTORIZATION FOR THE BREAKUP OF PIONS INTO
FORWARD DIJETS ON NUCLEI
4.1. From pointlike photons to non-pointlike pions
By requiring the prodution of forward dijets whih satisfy the xγ = 1 riterion we selet
the breakup of the qq¯ Fok state of the projetile. Above we onentrated on the breakup
of a pointlike projetile, in whih ase the bak-to-bak dijets stem from lifting onto mass-
shell of qq¯ states with a large intrinsi transverse momentum p⊥. In this setion we go to
another extreme ase - the non-pointlike projetile, a pion, with a soft qq¯ WF suh that the
intrinsi transverse momentum of the quark and antiquark is limited.
An important point is the role that unitarity plays in the isolation of truly inelasti olli-
sions whih is effeted by a subtration of the oherent diffrative omponents in (38). As is
well known, in ollisions of strongly interation hadrons (pions) with opaque nulei unitarity
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entails that oherent elasti sattering off a nuleus, piA → piA, makes 50% of the total
hadron-nuleus ross setion. On the other hand, for weakly interating pointlike projetiles
(photons) it is oherent diffrative exitation of the ontinuum qq¯ states, γ∗A → (qq¯) A,
whih makes 50% of the total DIS ross setion [22℄. In our formalism as exposed in setion
3, we expliitly assoiate the subtrated oherent diffrative omponent in (14) with the
ontinuum qq¯ dijets. Stritly speaking, in the ase of inident pions the subtration of o-
herent diffrative proesses must inlude a sum over elasti pions, diffratively exited meson
resonanes and, finally, the ontinuum diffrative states. Although the quark-antiquark in-
teration in the qq¯ Fok states of elasti pions and diffrative meson resonanes is important
for the formation of pions and its exitations, the ontribution to their wave funtion from
large invariant mass, Mqq¯, Fok states vanishes rapidly at very large Mqq¯. Then, as argued
in [11℄, the FS interation between the FS quark and antiquark an be negleted and the qq¯
plane-wave approximation beomes appliable as soon as the invariant mass of the forward
dijet system exeeds a typial mass sale of prominent meson resonanes. Consequently, the
tehnique of setion 3 and the derivation of a nonlinear nulear k⊥-fatorization in setion
4 are fully appliable to breakup of pions into high-mass hard dijets.
4.2. In-volume breakup is hard pQCD tratable, probes the pion distribution amplitude
but is subleading at large p±
Whether the breakup of non-pointlike pions into hard dijets, p2± & Q
2
A, is under full on-
trol of perturbative QCD or not needs further srutiny. In the ase of DIS it was important
that the wave funtion of the photon was a slow funtion ompared to nulear WW glue,
see the disussion preeding the derivation of eq. (51) in setion 4. Here we notie that
for extended heavy nulei the saturation sale QA is muh larger than the (z-dependent)
intrinsi transverse momentum of quarks, Qpi, in the pion, so that the pion wave funtion
would be the steepest funtion of transverse momentum in the problem. A loser inspetion
of the nonlinear k⊥-fatorization formula (48) shows that one must ompare the momentum
dependene of the pion WF 〈pi|κ〉 with that of Φ((1− β)νA(b),κ) and or Φ(βνA(b),κ), i.e,
Q2pi must be ompared to the β-dependent saturation sale Q
2
β = βQ
2
A or (1− β)Q2A.
We shall onsider first the ontribution to the dijet ross setion from Q2β & Q
2
pi, i.e.,
βmin = Qpi/Q
2
A . β . βmax = 1− βmin. It desribes the in-volume breakup of pions, see the
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interpretation of eq. (37). Here the pion WF is the steepest one ompared to other fators
in (48) and an be approximated by a δ-funtion in transverse momentum spae ,
〈z,p|pi〉 = (2pi)2δ(p)
∫
d2k
(2pi)2
〈z,k|pi〉 = (2pi)2δ(p)
√
pi
2Nc
Fpiϕpi(Q
2
β, z) , (53)
whih gives
1
(2pi)2
∫
d2κ1Φ((1− β)νA(b),κ1) {〈z,p− + κ1 + κ3|pi〉 − 〈z,p− + κ1 + κ3 + κ|pi〉}
≈
√
pi
2Nc
Fpiϕpi(Q
2
β, z)[Φ((1− β)νA(b),p− + κ3)− Φ((1− β)νA(b),p− + κ3 + κ)] , (54)
where we indiated expliitly the fatorization sale Q2β in the piDA ϕpi(Q
2
β, z). Of the two
possible heliity strutures in (13) only the one, ∝ δλ−λ¯, related to the pion deay onstant,
ontributes in this hard regime, see also the related disussion of diffrative dijets in [11℄.
Then this ontribution to the breakup of pions into high-mass dijets an be presented in two
equivalent forms, whih only differ by a reshuffling of the large jet momentum p− between
different fators in the integrand:
dσpi
d2bdzd2p−d2∆
=
pi3
Nc
· αSσ0(x)T (b)F 2pi
×
∫ βmax
βmin
dβϕ2pi(Q
2
β, z)
∫
d2κ3d
2κf(κ)Φ(βνA(b),∆− κ3 − κ)Φ(βνA(b),κ3)
×[Φ((1− β)νA(b),p− + κ3)− Φ((1− β)νA(b),p− + κ3 + κ)]2
=
pi3
Nc
· αSσ0(x)T (b)F 2pi
×
∫ βmax
βmin
dβϕ2pi(Q
2
β, z)
∫
d2qd2κf(κ)Φ(βνA(b),p+ − q − κ)Φ(βνA(b),p− + q)
×[Φ((1− β)νA(b), q)− Φ((1− β)νA(b), q + κ)]2 . (55)
Alternatively, one ould have negleted the r-dependene of the pion wave funtion, i.e.,
put the radial WF Ψpi(z, r) ≈ Ψpi(z, 0) and proeed with the alulations whih lead to (48).
At first sight, in lose similarity to the breakup into oherent diffrative dijets [11℄, the
inlusive dijet ross setion is proportional to the piDA squared. One must be areful with
the isolation of the leading large-p± behavior of the pion breakup, though.
Consider first the former representation of (55) Aording to [11, 26℄, in the hard region
f(κ) ∼ 1/(κ2)δ with the exponent δ ∼ 2 and Φ(νA(b),κ) ≈ νA(b)f(κ) , see eq. (44), so that
it is tempting to fous on κ23 . βQ
2
A and neglet κ3 ompared to p− in (54):
[Φ((1− β)νA(b),p− − κ3)− Φ((1− β)νA(b),p− − κ3 − κ)]2
≈ [Φ((1− β)νA(b),p−)− Φ((1− β)νA(b),p− − κ)]2 . (56)
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Upon taking the onvolution (50), this ontribution to the dijet ross setion an be ast
into a form reminisent of (51):
dσpi
d2bdzd2p−d2∆
= T (b)
∫ βmax
0
dβ
∫
d2κΦ(2βνA(b),∆− κ) dσeff
dzd2p+d2κ
, (57)
where
dσeff
dzd2p+d2κ
=
1
2(2pi)2
· pi
2Nc
· αSσ0(x)F 2piϕ2pi(Q2β, z)f(κ)
× [Φ((1− β)νA(b),p−)− Φ((1− β)νA(b),p− − κ)]2 (58)
plays the role of the free-nuleon ross setion for DIS, eq. (5) and Φ((1−β)νA(b),p) emerges
as the ounterpart of the WF 〈p|γ∗〉 in (5), (51). Now we notie that this onsideration is
fully appliable to β < βmin, for whih reason we already have put β = 0 for the lower limit
of the β integration in (57).
The nulear WW gluon distribution Φ(2βνA(b),∆ − κ) in (57) provides a utoff of the
κ integration, κ2 . βQ2A +∆
2
, whih justifies the small-κ approximation
[Φ((1− β)νA(b),p−)− Φ((1− β)νA(b),p− − κ)]2
≈ 2
(
f(p−)
p2−
)2
δ2(1− β)2ν2A(b)p2−κ2 , (59)
where the azimuthal averaging has been performed. Then the κ integration subjet to
κ2 . βQ2A +∆
2
yields ∫
d2κf(κ)κ2 ≈ 4pi
2
σ0(x)Nc
G(∆2 + βQ2A) (60)
and the final results for this ontribution to the dijet ross setion reads
dσ
(volume)
piA
d2bdzd2p−d2∆
∣∣∣
hard
≈ 32pi
6F 2piT
3(b)
N4c
· δ
2α3S(p
2
−)F2(x,p2−)
(p2−)5
·
×
∫ 1
0
dβ(1− β)2ϕ2pi(Q2β, z)Φ(2βνA(b),∆)G(∆2 + βQ2A) . (61)
Here the β integration is dominated by the mid-β ontribution, hene the β integration an
safely be extended from 0 to 1. The dominane of the mid-β ontribution means that the
inident pion breaks in the volume of a nuleus, i.e., it selets weakly attenuating small
olor-dipole onfigurations in the inident pion. For this reason it is uniquely alulable in
terms of hard quantities and olletive nulear WW glue, the auxiliary soft parameter σ0(x)
does not enter (61), hene the subsript hard in the l.h.s. of (61). All the approximations
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whih have lead to the proportionality of the pion breakup ross setion to the piDA squared
were indeed well justified. Unfortunately, as far as the p+ dependene is onerned the
in-volume hard absorption gives the subleading, higher-twist ontribution.
4.3. The leading asymptotis at large p± is dominated by soft absorption on the front
fae of a nuleus
The leading asymptotis at large p± an be isolated starting with the latter representation
of eq. (55). It omes from |q| = |p− − κ3| ≪ QA, furthermore, as we shall see a posteriori
the dominant ontribution omes from a still narrower soft domain |q| . Qpi. We start with
the in-volume ontribution from βmin < β < 1− βmin. Aording to (44), for suh hard jets
we an approximate
Φ(βνA(b),p+ − q − κ)Φ(βνA(b),p− + q) ≈ β2ν2A(b)f(p+)f(p−) . (62)
Now, using the onvolution identity eq.(50), we may simplify∫
d2qd2κf(κ)[Φ((1− β)νA(b), q)− Φ((1− β)νA(b), q + κ)]2 =
= 2
∫
d2κf(κ)[Φ(2(1− β)νA(b), 0)− Φ(2(1− β)νA(b),κ)]
= −2
∫
d2κf(κ)
∂Φ(2(1− β)νA(b),κ2)
∂κ2
∣∣∣
κ2=0
· κ2
≃ 4pi
(1− β)2 ·
1
Q4A
· 1
σ0(x)Nc
·G(Q2β) . (63)
where Q2β = (1− β)Q2A and we made expliit use of the parametrization (45). The singular
behaviour at β → 1 shows that the inlusive ross setion will be dominated by the soft
end-point ontribution from Q2β ∼ Q2pi,∫ βmax
βmin
dβG(Q2β)β
2ϕ2pi(Q
2
β, z)
(1− β)2 ∼
G(Q2pi)ϕ
2
pi(Q
2
pi, z)
1− βmax =
Q2A
Q2pi
·G(Q2pi)ϕ2pi(Q2pi, z) , (64)
i.e., the in-volume ontribution is squeezed to the breakup of pions lose to the front fae of
the nuleus. Finally, making use of (46) and negleting the differene between G(Q2pi) and
G(Q2A), we obtain an estimate
dσ
(soft)
piA
d2bdzd2p−d2p+
=
4pi4T 2(b)α2S(p
2
±)F
2
pi
N3c
· φ2pi(Q2pi, z) ·
1
Q2pi
· F(x,p
2
+)
(p2+)
2
· F(x,p
2
−)
(p2−)2
. (65)
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The striking feature of this result is a omplete deorrelation of the two jets. For the
explanation of the supersript soft see below.
In the evaluation of the ontribution from βmax . β . 1, i.e., from breakup of pions on
the front fae of the nuleus, we an take Φ((1− β)νA(b),κ1) = δ(κ1), see eq. (40), so that
for hard dijets∫
d2κ1Φ((1− β)νA(b),κ1) {〈pi|z,p− + κ1 + κ3〉 − 〈pi|z,p− + κ1 + κ3 + κ〉}
≈ 〈pi|z,p− + κ3〉 − 〈pi|z,p− + κ3 + κ〉 (66)
Putting β = 1 in the rest of the integrand of (48), approximating
∫ 1
βmax
dβ ∼ Q2pi/Q2A, and
reshuffling p− as in (55) we obtain
dσsurfacepi
d2bdzd2p−d2∆
≈ 1
2(2pi)2Q2A
· αSσ0(x)T (b)Φ(νA(b),p+)Φ(νA(b),p−)
× Q2pi
∫
d2qd2κf(κ) |〈pi|z, q〉 − 〈pi|z, q + κ〉|2 , (67)
Although f(κ) and the pion WF are distributions of omparable width, for the estimation
purposes we an expand
|〈pi|z, q〉 − 〈pi|z, q + κ〉|2 ∼ |〈pi|z, q〉|
2
(Q2pi + q
2)2
2q2κ2 . (68)
The κ integration will yield G(Q2pi + q
2) ∼ G(Q2pi), see eq. (60), whereas
2Q2pi
∫
d2q
|〈pi|z, q〉|2 q2
(Q2pi + q
2)2
∼ 1
piQ2pi
∣∣∣∣
∫
d2q〈pi|z, q〉
∣∣∣∣
2
∼ (2pi)
4
Q2pi
· 1
2Nc
F 2piϕ
2
pi(Q
2
pi, z) . (69)
Notie, that both heliity omponents of the pion WF would ontribute in this soft regime.
Then, our result for (67) is idential to (65), so that the final estimate for the soft ross
setion is (65) times a fator ∼ 2.
Several omments on our result (65), (67) are in order. First, the representation (38) for
the distortion fator entails that the dominane by the ontribution from β → 1 orresponds
to an absorption of the pion in the state with normal hadroni size on the front surfae
of the nuleus, i.e., it is a soft absorption driven ontribution to exitation of hard dijets,
hene the supersript soft in the l.h.s. of (65). Seond, the same point about absorbed
pions being in the state with large hadroni size is manifest from the emergene of the soft
fator 1/Q2pi in the dijet ross setion. Third, the bak-to-bak orrelated hard ontribution
(61) is suppressed ompared to the soft ontribution (65), (67) by a fator 1/p2±, i.e., it
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has the form of a higher twist orretion. Fourth, as far as the dependene on transverse
momentum is onerned the dijet ross setion from the soft absorption mehanism has the
form of a produt of two single-jet ross setions (12). This property indiates that hard jets
aquire their large transverse momenta from hard sattering on different nuleons whih
explains why the transverse momenta of the quark and antiquark are fully deorrelated
both azimuthally and longitudinally, i.e., in the magnitude of the momenta |p+| and |p−|
(in the sattering plane). This must be ontrasted to the breakup of photons when the
large momentum of jets omes from the intrinsi momentum in the photon WF and jets are
produed predominantly bak-to-bak with the sale for both the azimuthal (out-of-plane)
and longitudinal (in-plane) deorrelations being set by QA. Consequently, the out-of-plane
deorrelation momentum in the breakup of pions into forward dijets is predited to be muh
larger than in the breakup of photons in photoprodution or DIS.
4.4. Transverse energy assoiated with dijets in the photon and pion breakup
There is still another interesting differene between the breakup of pointlike photons and
non-pointlike pions. It is the surplus transverse energy of seondary partiles assoiated with
the forward hard jets.
What ounterbalanes the large transverse momenta p± of the two unorrelated hard
jets? Aording to [6, 11℄, the hard tail (44) of the olletive nulear WW glue whih
enters (62) is dominated by a single hard gluon. Then in the pQCD Born approximation
the forward q, q¯ hard jets would reoil against the valene quarks of nuleons of the target
nuleus. With allowane for the QCD evolution effets the reoil is against the mid-rapidity
gluons and quarks, whih are separated from the forward hard dijets by at least several
units of rapidity. Although the partons whih ounterbalane the forward dijets are not
loalized in the rapidity, their overall ontribution to the transverse energy prodution in
an event (with the transverse energy from forward dijets exluded) will be an amount of
∆ET ∼ |p+|+|p−| in exess of the average transverse energy in a minimal bias event without
hard forward jets. This surplus transverse energy prodution ∆ET would not depend on the
azimuthal angle between the two jets.
In the breakup of photons the surplus transverse energy ∆ET will be muh smaller.
Indeed, the large transverse momenta of jets ome from the large intrinsi transverse mo-
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mentum of the quark and antiquark in the photon. The dijet reoils against other seondary
partiles with a transverse momentum whih is preisely equal to the aoplanarity momen-
tum |∆|. The strong deorrelation, ∆2 & Q2A, is driven by exhange of one hard gluon,
see the disussion of (44), and we expet a surplus transverse energy ∆ET ≈ |∆|. In the
bak-to-bak onfiguration, ∆
2 . Q2A, the nulear glue Φ(νA(b),∆) is a result of the fusion
of ∝ A1/3 soft gluons, and we expet the surplus transverse energy ∆ET ≈ QA.
4.5. Is the pion distribution amplitude measurable in the pion breakup into dijets?
The emergene of the z-dependent soft fator 1/Q2pi in (65), whih depends on the model
for soft wave funtion of the pion, (see also the analysis (67)-(69)), is an unfortunate ir-
umstane. It makes the relationship between the z-dependene of the dijet ross setion
and the piDA squared a model dependent one. Still, the experimental isolation of the hard
omponent (61) and thereby the measurement of the piDA is not an entirely impossible task.
The point is that the hard omponent (61) from the in-volume breakup gives rise to bak-
to-bak jets within a small angular one limited by the deorrelation momentum ∆
2 . Q2A.
In the ∆-plane it is a well defined peak. Consequently, although the z-dependene of Q2pi
is not under good theoretial ontrol, it an be determined experimentally measuring the
dijet ross setion beyond the bak-to-bak one. Then the soft ontribution an reliably be
extrapolated into the bak-to-bak one and the observed exess signal an be identified with
the hard ontribution. Approximating the hard ross setion at ∆ ∼ 0 by the integrand of
(61) at β ∼ 1/2 and omparing it to the soft ross setion (65) times the above estimated
fator of three to four, we find
dσ(hard)
dσ(soft)
∼ δ2 Q
2
pi
pip2+
(70)
As an example of the model estimate [11℄ for the pion WF whih reprodues the pion
eletromagneti form fator, the pi0 → 2γ deay width and the form fator of γ∗γpi transition,
we ite Q2pi ∼ 0.17 GeV2. The extration of the small hard signal is failitated by its speifi
dependene on ∆.
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4.6. Dijets for the power-law wave funtion of the pion
Above we saw how substantially the dijet ross setion hanges from the pointlike photon
to the non-pointlike pion with the limited intrinsi transverse momentum of the quark and
antiquark in the pion. It is interesting to see how our main onlusions for the pion breakup
will hange  if at all  for a power-law wave funtion of the form
〈z,p|pi〉 ∝ (2pi)2Fpiϕ(z)
√
pi
2Nc
· 1
pi
· Q
2
pi
(p2 +Q2pi)
2
. (71)
A detailed disussion of properties of the pion for suh a dipole, Coulomb-like, WF and its
appliations to the pion form fator and forward and non-forward parton distributions in
the pion is found in [39℄, an early disussion of some of these issues for the power-law WF
of the proton is found in [24℄. A simple hoie [24, 40, 41℄ suggested by the relativization
of Coulomb-like wave funtions is Q2pi = z(1 − z)Λ2pi +m2f , f. eq. (8) for the photon, for a
slightly different parameterization see [39℄. The dipole WF an be regarded as a minimal
non-pointlike departure from the pointlike pion whih would orrespond to a monopole wave
funtion, f. eq. (7).
For the purposes of our disussion, the dipole wave funtion has the same asymptotis
at large transverse momenta as the unintegrated nulear glue (45). Consequently, following
the disussion in [6, 7℄ the onvolution (54) an be evaluated as
1
(2pi)2
∫
d2κ1Φ((1− β)νA(b),κ1) {〈pi|z,p− + κ1 + κ3〉 − 〈pi|z,p− + κ1 + κ3 + κ〉}
≈
√
pi
2Nc
Fpiϕpi(Q
2
β , z)[Φ˜(Q
2
β(b) +Q
2
pi,p− + κ3)− Φ˜(Q2β(b) +Q2pi,p− + κ3 + κ)] (72)
where Φ˜(Q2β(b)+Q
2
pi,κ) is desribed by the parameterization (45) subjet to the substitution
Q2A → Q2β(b) +Q2pi . (73)
The separation of the leading large-p± asymptotis and isolation of the hard ontribution
for the dipole Ansatz fully orroborates the main onlusions of setions 5.2 and 5.3 on the
dominane of the in-volume ontribution to the bak-to-bak orrelated hard dijets and the
surfae breakup ontribution into unorrelated dijets. The model dependene enters through
Q2pi in (73) and an be negleted at large β, i.e., for the in-volume breakup of pions. However,
the model dependent Q2pi would dominate (73) for breakup on the front surfae of the nuleus.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We presented a omparison of onsequenes of the nulear k⊥-fatorization for the breakup
of non-pointlike pions and pointlike photons into forward dijets. In striking ontrast to the
pQCD tratable hard breakup of photons, the dominant ontribution to the breakup of
pions starts from the soft breakup of pions into quark and antiquark at the front fae of the
target nuleus followed by hard intranulear resattering of the quark and antiquark. The
most striking predition is a omplete azimuthal deorrelation of hard jets in the breakup
of pions. An obvious impliation is that the out-of-plane dijet deorrelation momentum
squared 〈∆2T 〉piA in the breakup of pions must be muh larger than 〈∆2T 〉γA in the breakup
of photons.
A diret omparison of the A-dependene of photo- and pion-produed dijets at
√
s = 21
GeV has been performed in the E683 Fermi-lab experiment [42℄ and gave a solid evidene
for 〈∆2T 〉piA > 〈∆2T 〉γA. Unfortunately, these data are on mid-rapidity jets at relatively large
values of x & xA, beyond the appliability of the onept of fusion of partons. Coherent
diffrative forward dijets have been observed at Fermi-lab by the E791 ollaboration [43℄.
The experimental identifiation of diffrative dijets in the E791 experiment has been faili-
tated by their exat bak-to-bak property, ∆
2 . 1/R2A. A similar identifiation of forward
dijets from the breakup of pions in inelasti piA ollisions might be problemati, but our
prinipal predition of 〈∆2T 〉piA > 〈∆2T 〉γA an be tested even under the most liberal event
seletion riteria.
Speifially, one only needs to study the azimuthal distribution properties of the hadroni
subsystem in the first several units of the forward rapidity. For instane, one an define on
an event-by-event basis the two-dimensional analogs of the familiar thrust and spheriity
variables (for the review see [44℄). Then we predit that the forward system in piA inter-
ations will be more spherial than in γA interations, and the 2D thrust for γA with be
larger than for piA. Suh an analysis an be performed also in the COMPASS experiment at
CERN in whih the forward systems produed by photons and pions an be studied in the
same apparatus [16℄. Still another observable whih differentiates between the breakup of
pointlike photons and non-pointlike pions is a surplus transverse energy of seondary parti-
les assoiated with forward hard jets - for the same transverse momenta of jets it is larger
in piA than in γA ollisions.
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The experimental isolation of the higher-twist bak-to-bak orrelated hard ontribution
from the in-volume breakup is feasible and would allow the determination of the pion distri-
bution amplitude. This hallenging task an be aomplished beause the bakground from
deorrelated dijets an be determined experimentally and the bak-to-bak ontribution has
a speifi dependene on the deorrelation momentum whih broadens with the target mass
number.
The breakup of pions into hard dijets involves the stage of soft absorption at the front
fae of the target nuleus and the ross setion is sensitive to models of the pion wave
funtion. Nonetheless, the predited transverse momentum dependene of pioni dijets does
not hange from soft models with a strong bound on the intrinsi momentum of quarks in
the pion to modern semihard, power-law (dipole) wave funtions.
We are glad to ontribute to the Yu.A. Simonov Festshrift. One of the authors (NNN)
realls vividly from his student years, late 60's, how muh I.S. Shapiro, then the leader
of the Nulear Theory Group, praised Simonov's work on the hyperspherial approah to
manybody systems, the subjet of Yurii Antonovih's habilitation thesis. Ever sine then
Yurii Antonovih remained at the forefront of hadron physis and non-perturbative QCD
and we take this oasion to wish Yurii Antonovih to keep his vigour and reativity.
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Figure 1. The pQCD diagrams for inlusive (a-d) and diffrative (e,f) DIS off pro-
tons and nulei (g-k). Diagrams (a-d) show the unitarity uts with olor exitation of the
target nuleon, (g) - a generi multiple sattering diagram for Compton sattering off nu-
leus, (h) - the unitarity ut for a oherent diffrative DIS, (i) - the unitarity ut for
quasielasti diffrative DIS with exitation of the nuleus A∗, (j,k) - the unitarity uts for
truly inelasti DIS with single and multiple olor exitation of nuleons of the nuleus.
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Figure 2. To the leading order the dijet system is exited into the olor otet
state on one nuleon after having travelled a fration 1 − β of the nuleus. Af-
ter that an almost pointlike otet qq¯system travels the remaining fration β.
